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The $600 billion gorilla in the room
"Dr. Joe Koletar has provided an effective road map to the problem of occupational fraud, in both the public and private sectors, in America. Such frauds affect every American worker, shareholder, and taxpayer.  His insights and ideas are an important contribution to the effort to fight this growing menace." 
 ––  Congressman John E. Sweeney, New York’s 22nd District 

"A superb and timely book for every executive to read. Joe Koletar has brought together all the works done in the past on occupational fraud and given us a road map of what needs to be done.  It will be required reading for every candidate in an MBA program."
 ––  Thomas J. Pickard, Vice President, Corporate Security, Bristol-Myers Squibb and former Deputy Director, FBI 

"Joe Koletar deserves high praise for this timely and trenchant analysis of corporate crime. Bringing to bear his extensive experience in the FBI and the private sector, Koletar dissects the roots of corporate fraud, the means to prevent it, and the best way to investigate it when it occurs. Anyone wanting to understand the current spate of corporate accounting scandals should read this book."
 ––  David Zornow, Litigation Partner, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP and former Federal Prosecuter 

While occupational fraud has long been accepted as the cost of doing business, Enron, Global Crossing, and other high-profile cases have proven its potential for catastrophic damage to be significant. And, paradoxically, these headline-grabbing examples are only the tip of the iceberg. The lion’s share of the estimated $600 billion lost every year to workplace fraud comes from small-time kickbacks and "ghost vendor" scams that go undetected and unpunished. Fraud Exposed lets the white-collar crime cat out of the bag, presenting comprehensive, provocative solutions for eliminating occupational fraud. Topics covered include: 

	Law enforcement response models
	Internal and financial controls
	Organizational intelligence
	Game theory and other fresh, radical perspectives
	Preventive and punitive measures


Auditors, fraud examiners, CFOs, and controllers will find Fraud Exposed to be an essential addition to their professional libraries.     

       About the Author
   JOSEPH KOLETAR, DPA, CFE, is a Principal and Service Line Leader in Ernst & Young LLP’s Forensic and Investigative Services Practice in New York. Previously, he was the Director of the Forensic and Corporate Investigative Services practice of Deloitte & Touche LLP. Before joining the private sector, Dr. Koletar spent twenty-five years as a special agent in the FBI, the last seven in senior executive positions.       
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Those Who Come After: Postmemory, Acknowledgement and Forgiveness (Studies in the Psychosocial)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book explores the legacies of suffering in relation to ‘those who come after’ – the descendants of victims, survivors and perpetrators of traumatic events. It draws on recent discussions of ‘postmemory’ and ‘haunting’ that are concerned mainly with the transgenerational impact of...
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Fail Fast or Win Big: The Start-Up Plan for Starting NowAMACOM, 2015

	Entrepreneurs have long been taught that to be successful, they need to spend months perfecting a business plan and finding investors before they can finally launch their business. But with the marketplace changing at lightning speed, this notion is not only outdated - it's costly. There's no point to building a business in a bubble....
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Aspects of Automatic Text Analysis (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
The significance of natural language texts as the prime information structure for the management and dissemination of knowledge is - as the rise of the web shows - still increasing. Making relevant texts available in different contexts is of primary importance for efficient task completion in academic and industrial settings. Meeting this demand...
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Ascites and Renal Dysfunction in Liver Disease: Pathogenesis, Diagnosis, and TreatmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	It has been six years since we published the fi rst edition of

	Ascites and Renal Dysfunction in Liver Disease. Since then,

	signifi cant advances have been made in the pathogenesis

	of circulatory and renal dysfunction that occur in the

	setting of chronic liver diseases, particularly cirrhosis.





	Specifi cally,...
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SWT/JFace in Action: GUI Design with Eclipse 3.0Manning Publications, 2004
Covering Eclipse's new capability for building graphical user interfaces with version 3.0, the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) and JFace, this guide demonstrates how these award-winning tools have received broad support for creating desktop applications. Theory and practical examples reveal how to build GUIs that combine the look and feel of...
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Improvisational Design: Continuous, Responsive Digital CommunicationMIT Press, 2002
"This original and sound book should have a profound effect on design for digital media."
 -- Mark D. Gross, Design Machine Group, Department of Architecture, University of Washington     

Traditional visual design expresses information in fixed forms, such as print or film, so the message can be stored or...
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